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Abstract: In general, it can be argued that institutional framework a country or region designs plays a significant role in crafting, applying or even success of public policy. Drawing lessons from how Asia exploited the developmental state’s concept by designing institutions which targeted key public policy areas such as education, health, domestic savings, and rural development, or aligned infrastructures such as roads, transport and ports, to drive economic development. The paper explores how this approach can be applied in sub-Saharan Africa (or individual countries). The objective is to extricate constant factors impacting development both in ahistorical and atemporal terms. The investigation is guided by the key question: whether quality of institutions and institutional analysis can help explain development failures in Africa? Hence, on one part, it probes institutions, institution-making, public policy making and what uniquely the Asian developmental state did that can help illuminate institutional role in policymaking and application. In pursuing this objective, the paper is cognisant of the question by Brousseau et al. asked, regarding generalizability of institutional capabilities, “If growth-enhancing institutions are identified in a specific country, can other countries learn from and transplant these”. The investigation concludes that in public policy and development strategy-making institutions do matter as they delimit or even help create possibilities necessary for development and its sustenance, and to a certain extent, they are the vital constant (factors) that explains development differentiations in different geographic spaces or time periods.
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1. Introduction

It has been argued that institutional framework that a country or region develops has a large bearing on the quality of and the application of public policy and hence on the development outcome [2, 4]. Drawing on the lessons from the Asian developmental state articulation of institutions to craft unique development approach, this article probes Sub-Saharan Africa difficult development in the post-war period, through evaluation of its contemporary experiences. Methodologically, this exercise is a desk literature analysis of institutions and institutional analysis drawing largely from [5, 6] and Public Policy evaluation as highlighted by Lasswell [7, 8]. Using these frameworks to explore policymaking, policymakers and policy application, the research comparatively assesses how the Asian developmental state manipulated institutions to formulate and implement public policy and to what effect they will take. It will then compare this with Sub-Saharan African progress relative to institution-driven policymaking and application. The paper concludes by noting as Habtamu [9] argues that institutions are central to policymaking and hence the quality of institutions and skills (authority) of policymakers have a large bearing to a country, regional or international development and its sustainability as witnessed in SEA example.
In the first part, the paper explores understanding of institutions and application drawing largely arguments from Oliver Williamson [5] and institutional analysis from Keohane [10] and Eggertsson [6]. Speaking of the origins of institutions, Keohane [10] highlights that analysing world politics in the 1990s literary meant probing international institutions understood as “the rules that govern elements of world politics and the organisations that help implement those rules” [10]. This observation is a key understanding of what institutions are in this enquiry and what their objectives are. Oliver Williamson [5], on the other hand, emphasises the distinction between normative and empirical analysis of institutions. He underscores difference between what he terms institutional environment (of institutions) which underscored aspects centred on the political and legal rules that guide institution-making and as he noted, is more macro-analytic in emphasis as compared to the governance institutions that are more micro-analytic in their dealing with markets and firms [5].

In the second part, a review of conditions impacting and role of actors involved in policymaking drawing inspiration from the Harold Lasswell’s [7, 8] framework is made. The article then comparatively evaluates the Asian developmental state articulation of institutions emphasising the normative environmental framework and the key actors in the process which all have a bearing on the resultant institutions and the practical policy application outcome. This is compared to sub-Saharan African development condition cognisant of dangers of generalisation pitfalls (as hypothesised by Brousseau et al. [1]) above before drawing reflective conclusions from the observations made.

In terms of relevance and limitation, it will be appreciated that the paper is a literature-based evaluation of institutions, institutional analysis and their effect on public policy—hence is non-empirical. In addition, the time period under review is overly wide (post-war to present), the data analysed are not recent as to make some illustrations out of sync with current realities. In essence, it is an exploration of what institutions are, can do and outcome, rather than how and what specific institutions are crafted and by whom. Whatever the case, the paper is relevant as it highlights some unresolved tensions between the realist institutional purview of purported actor competition for relative power against the idealist cooperative absolute power quest notions in international relations and governance systems relative to objectives of the international system. Part of the intrigue is that when institutions are viewed from a realist perspective they mediate different objectives and outcomes to those of idealists or institution a lists where the former emphasises power, relative gains and self-interests and the later underscore cooperation and mutual interests. In the end, the exact premise why institutions are essential to international relations and governance is an area which needs continued study rendering this illuminative piece relevant to the extent of keeping the debate ongoing and not so much about its conclusions.

2. Broad Understanding of Institutions and Key Objectives

Eggertsson argues that when social structures and social systems yield expected and desirable results, there is virtually no need for institutions, and institutional analysis is handy in times of change and transformation [6]. Eggertsson further noted that institutional economic analysis rose to prominence in the 1980s when it focused on economic and social organisation in an era of great change as the Soviet Empire disintegrated [6]. Hence, one key way of understanding role of institutions is the centrality of change (and possibly uncertainty) and transformation possibly in the context of game theoretic dilemma and agony in the face of unknown (uncertain) outcomes of bargaining. However understanding and evaluating institutions is not so straight forward [11, 12], and as Keohane point out, in early post-war years around the
1960s, American International Relations students regarded international institutions as the same with IOs (International Organisations) such as the United Nations, the EU or Africa Union [10]. So, understanding what institutions are is problematic, but here as explained by Polski and Ostrom, North, Siba, institutions are taken as “rules, norms or strategies that create incentives for certain behaviour in repetitive situations” [13-15].

Polski and Ostrom (1999) also draw distinctions between an institution and an organisation, pointing out that organisation was a “set of institutional arrangements or participants who have common goals and purposes and who interact in multiple actions in various situations” [13]. North, on the other hand, defines institutions as “humanly defined constraints that structure political, economic and social interaction”. He adds that this consist of both informal constraints such as sanctions, taboos, customs, traditions and codes of conduct as well as the formal rules such as constitutions, laws and property rights [14]. These institutions as North adds have been devised by human beings throughout history to create order and reduce uncertainty in various exchanges. Equally, Torrance underscores the distinction between economic, political and cultural institutions and the impact they make to economic and social development. Here she highlights that economic institutions are necessary when their costs are less than the benefits emanating from institutional application. On the other hand, political institutions arise out of need for redistribution of resources rather than efficient manipulation while cultural institutions, though hard to characterised, Torrance adds that these are more of informal beliefs that inform collective action or system of governance tend to be context specific [12].

Underscoring the foundational premise of institution-making, on one hand, realists firmly argue that International Relations is solely about states quest for power and self-interests but this is refuted liberal intuitionists. Institutionalists on another contest this, as highlighted by Devitt that, “the world should be imagined as a place where actors other than states play significant roles in world politics, without hierarchizing issues of priority and in which force in not an effective instrument of policy” [16]. Devitt like underscoring the essence of cooperation based on common values and expected mutual benefits hence asserting that states and non-state actors submit to common rules and institutions for mutual outcomes. The dividend of this cooperation, emanating from the complex interdependences as Devitt highlights is the creation of integrated communities that promote peace and economic growth. In practice, he adds the approach (institutionalism) emphasises soft power, cooperation, application of forms of international law, diplomacy and general international organisation [16].

However the notion of institutions as autonomous, independent and even alternative approach to realist notions is criticised by theorist such as Mearsheimer quoted by Andreev who observes that International Organisations (IO) (as key players in institution-making) are set-up by states (a creation of states) and are dependent on them and act for their interests especially security issues. Hence, he added that institutions were effectively a reflection of the distribution of power in the world, based on rational self-interest calculations and has no independent effect on state behavior [18]. These realist notions are vehemently refuted by institutionalists who argue that institutions (key role of institutions) alter state influence and hence change its behaviour. By doing so, they added institutions discourage calculation of self-interests on the basis of trying to achieve relative power. Effectively, as institutionalists argue, international organisations function as arenas or forms of interstate policy cooperation premised on the view that states are not the only actors in international affairs and that security is not the main focus of attention in this arena. They argue that cooperation among states and non-state actors is the product of IOs...
action along with international regimes, agreements and norms [18].

On the other hand, Thakur and Weiss highlight the weakness of the institutionalist approach if analysed through principal-agent theory perspective. As they explain, Principal-Agent theory emphasises the ability of the principal to sanction an agent by changing the contract (dismissing or not extending agent contract, changing terms of the contract, reducing authority, cutting budget etc.), which provides states with significant leverage it can use to control agents who go astray [19].

Mitchell, on the other hand, points out that both institutionalists and rationalists treat state preferences as fixed and the role of International Organisation membership as necessary to influence interstate bargaining for absolute power [20]. In Mitchell’s view, IOs act either as constraints by compelling states to negotiate efficiently (with less costs and more information) without changing much their preferences. On the other hand, from a constructivist view, states’ long, deep and sustained interaction with International Organisations can have constitutive effects on members’ preferences and behaviour (or interests and identities)—hence in this view preferences are not fixed [20].

Analysing (institutional) application, Williamson, argued that new institutional economics was constituted of two parts where one aspect dealt with the conditions (environment) underpinning the exercise and the other with the actual mechanism and the application [5]. He adds that the former is a general framework that influences the direction to be taken while the latter is a specific function that involves the exact dos and don’ts. These inter-related parts as further explained by Davis and North cited by Williamson emphasise that on one part institutional environment was a set of key political, social and legal ground rules that guided production, exchange and distribution processes. On the other, institutional arrangement was an orderly arrangement between economic units that governed how the actors cooperate or compete [5].

However, Keohane argued that to understand conditions under which international cooperation takes place, it was necessary to probe how institutions worked and factors affecting how they come to being—the so-called source and nature of institutions [21]. He situates his analysis of institutions and key actors in what he termed complex interdependence of states in an anarchical world. In this view international institutions were implemented by International Organisations (read as actors seconded by states) which included international regimes that were more informal and more of norms at the same time [10]. According to Keohane, analysis of international cooperation in the 1980s escalated from merely explaining interdependence and international regimes to include closer review of the conditions under which countries cooperated. What was intriguing political scientist then was the apparent contradiction between the realist purview of the motivations of a state—power, selfish self-interests and optimisation of possible gains (underpinned by relative power and zero-sum game).

However Keohane notes the difficulties faced when institutions were taken as superior to the state—given the concept of state sovereignty. He admits that institutions were seen as devices crafted to help states achieve their objectives within the realist framework then this made sense [10]. In practice, Keohane postulated that institutions create conditions for cooperation in mutually beneficial ways by reducing transaction costs of making and enforcing agreements. Importantly, Keohane observed that since international relations operate in a game-theoretic condition characterised by uncertainty and brinkmanship, actors do not engage in centralised enforcement of agreements, but underscore practices of reciprocity by providing incentives for states to keep their commitments to attain mutual benefits [10].

Furthermore, Keohane intimates that at one level, if institution-making and application is taken in the
context of relative gains and self-interests then it is
decidedly a rationalist enterprise, or more specifically
as he adds drawing from Herbert Simon [22], it was a
substantive rationality. Substantive rationality implied
a situation where actors sought optimal outcomes by
constantly adapting to obtaining condition, hence
outcome would be context specific [21]. However,
from a sociological point of view, as Keohane
observes, study of institutions underscores influence
of impersonal social forces such as cultural practices,
forms, and values that are not derived from interest
calculation. Effectively, Keohane recognised that
institution-making in this context was the product of
these social forces, individuals, local organisations
and even states. On this basis, institutions do not only
reflect preferences and power of components
constituting them, but the institutions themselves
impact the preferences and level of power derived
from the process [21]. In short, as Keohane
emphasises, institutions are constitutive of actors and
actors are constitutive of institutions. In addition to the
discussions above and throughout this paper,
institutions in general will be taken as reflected by
Keohane as a general pattern or category of activity or
a particular human-constructed arrangement, formally
or informally organised and in particular as complexes
of rules and norms identifiable in time and space [21].

Alternatively as reflected above, Williamson
viewed institutional analysis from two fronts—the
general normative institutional environment and the
specific institutional governance arrangements. He
argues that institutions matter and needed analysis and
that private ordering and de facto organisation against
(de jure) legalistic enforcement in economic action
needed closer attention too [5]. Citing Davis and
North, Williamson explained that institutional
environment was a set of political, social and legal
rules that guide production, exchange and distribution.
However, institutional governance was an
arrangement between economic units that controlled
how these units cooperated or competed [5]. In
addition to the two approaches to institutional analysis,
Williamson adds that the individual actors were also
relevant point of enquiry. The individual’s role in
institution making comes in the context as posited by
Simon, cited by Williamson in transaction costs
analysis that human cognition is subject to bounded
rationality in which actor behaviour is defined as
intendedly rational but only limitedly so [5].

Assessing policy analysis and application, professor
Montpetit noted that this depends on the approach of
the chosen public policy—either from a narrow or
broader view. He adds that a narrow view pertains to
governmental actions where analysis is focused on
characteristics and impact of these actions and the
process is general normative as it is limited to
advising policymakers. On the other hand, if the view
is broader, Montpetit observes, the analysis often is
explanatory in nature and is not concerned with
improving the quality of the programme, but to
investigate how (and maybe why) polices are
developed and implemented [24]. In view of this
clarification, in this paper policy is taken as defined by
Dukeshire and Thurlow, who intimated that a policy is
a declaration that defines the intention of a community,
organisation or government’s goals and priorities by
outlining the roles, the rules and the procedures [25].

As part of this research is to explore to what extent
institutions impact public policymaking and
application, it is therefore logical to unpack the
meaning, objectives, and conditions underpinning the
process. Bogason intimates that arguments abound in
policy literatures that emphasise that policymaking is
centrally concerned with authority, expertise and order
[26]. The literature [26, 27] underscore that the key
actors of policymaking are normally governments
though not the only ones, who initiate authority
relations to underpin policy propositions and
principles to ensure that these are implemented. He
adds that the principles are sourced or derived from
certain knowledge banks (expertise) of the areas
policy is directed at. Ultimately the policy framework
is aimed at solving given problems within the target area hence ensuring order in society and progress of some shape or form [26, 27]. In simplistic terms, as Bogason adds, Policy is created, decided upon, the good and the bad alternatives assessed, implemented step by step by collecting information, and ultimately deciding on the optimal course of action that produces the best outcome at the lowest cost [26].

As Bogason further explains, policymaking comes from several approaches although the rational approach dominates the so-called sequential policy-making models popular in constitution-making (where emphasizes on separation of the political from the administrative), managers and management consultants. The approach is top-down in that experts at the apex of an organisation design the package that achieves desired goals [26]. In the same vein, Rao quotes several authorities in policymaking including David Easton who defines public policy as the authoritative allocation of values for the whole society [27].

On the other hand, Rao cited Lasswell and Kaplan [42] who characterised public policy as a projected programme of goals, values and practices while Thomas R. Dye [28] regarded it as whatever governments choose to do or not do. From all this Rao observes, a position the author also agrees with, that the fact a government chooses to do (or not do) something means there is a goal, an objective and a purpose [27]. In addition, public policy comes in various forms, regulative, organisational, distributive, extractive and supportive [19, 27].

Equally, as Rao [27] further observes, public policy defines government relationship with its citizens and non-state actors. Therefore in this context, acceptance of a government by individuals or groups gives the government authority to act as well as conferring it with legitimacy and approval. As an action programme, Thakur and Weiss add that policy is not just the governing principle, but includes decisions to embark on certain programmes of action (or inaction), to achieve certain goals. The need for action is premised on perceived problems that need resolving [19].

However, according to the Lasswell, framework, policymaking follows certain presumptions, a problem and the need for change or transformation one way or the other. He added that the key to managing or initiating this change follows what he called five intellectual maps/tasks: the goal, trend, condition, projection and alternatives [8]. Lasswell points out that each policy cycle broadly follows this guideline. In the Goal realm he explains, the task is to explore what need to be realised (or achieved) by the social interaction; Trend realm hypothesises what extent the past or recent events reflect the expected endpoint; Condition analysis explores what factors affected direction and depth of current and past events; Projection of developments questions whether needed goals are achievable or how far-off target position is reached if current policies are continued; Invention, Evaluation and Alternatives stage, questions what strategies and interventions can ensure realisation of preferred goals [8].

Acknowledging robustness of above, as noted by Professor Montpetit, the Lasswell framework effectively, though not universally accepted inscribe the following stages: agenda-setting, policy formulation, decision making, policy implementation, and policy evaluation [24]. However, Lasswell (1971) emphasises that his framework was both a guide on policy content and a procedure, in which as content it directs what questions to ask relative to problem at hand while as procedure, it advises on wisdom of structured and orderly articulation of policymaking and application processes [8]. Critically, Lasswell emphasized that the principles of this framework cautioned that goals are held as tentative until subjected to exposure through other stages of the process and even so, the exercise should be continuously repeated and refined to achieve higher outcomes [8].
While accepting the enormous contribution of the Lasswell [8] framework, it must be highlighted though that this was not without controversy, with several analysts [29, 30] questioning the claim that the framework synthesised the scientific based study of a problem and policy-making actions around this problem. As Turnbull [29] highlights, Lasswell [8] drew fundamentally from Dewey thought in which it was argued that knowledge as a form of experience resolved problems. In the research programme (by Dewey and Lasswell) cited by Turnbull [29] a problem was defined as “the discrepancy between goals and the actual or intended state of affairs” [29]. Turnbull argued that Lasswell formalised his vision of policy science by exploring what he (Lasswell) regarded as two orientations of policy. In that study, Turnbull [29] contends, Lasswell explored from a sociological and psychological perspective the “science of policy formation and execution” on one side and then evaluating the “content of (policy) information and interpretation available to policymakers on the other” [29].

However, Lasswell clarified his thinking by alluding that policy sciences were concerned with knowledge of and (knowledge) in decision-making process on public and civic order where knowledge of decisions is a product of “systematic, empirical studies on how policies are made, (by who) and to what effect”. On the other hand, he added knowledge in decision-making draws from “various scientific disciplines to increase stock of knowledge relevant to public policy”. Clearly as he observed, there was a normative policy conception and analysis from various sources and a policy application and explanation on the other. However, Turnbull emphatically insisted that the theoretical relationship of Lasswell two poles (aspects) of policy above was not scientific [29]. Bobrow et al. curtly intone that it was a fallacy to try and extricate “policy aspect” from the wider Political Science discipline and research agenda [30]. The details of this dispute is beyond the objective of this paper suffice to say the Lasswell policy science claims are contentious though his policymaking and application framework is generally accepted as seminal.

3. The Asian Tigers: What Did They Do Right?

In the opening remarks, the question partly informing this paper as borrowed from Brousseau and Raynaud [1] was highlighted in they which ask “If growth-enhancing institutions are identified in a specific country (or region), can other countries learn from and transplant these?”[1]. In the same vein and reflecting on the Asian economic miracle, Easterly observes, and quite rightly too, that the success story of the Tigers was tantalising, hence obviating questions whether this could be understood and possibly replicated in other poor countries to resolve world development problems? [31]. To partly address these questions, the author asks as many analysts do, what did the Tigers do that can possibly be emulated albeit with situational and temporal modifications. The paper does so by exploring possible constant factors and conditions that explain the relation between policy and growth by suggesting institutions (and organisations the product of and working with institutions) and institutional analysis could help explain these miracles, also bearing in mind dangers of unwarranted generalisation.

According to van Donge et al., the Asia consistent development was driven by amongst other things by policies (who makes policies?) focusing on macroeconomic stabilisation; improving rural life; increasing agricultural productivity and ensuring sufficient food supply; liberalising the economy and guaranteeing condition for economic freedom especially for peasant farmers and other smaller sectors [32]. The three key pillars of this approach were the creation of robust structures that ensured macroeconomic stability, rural and agricultural economic development and economic liberalisation.
As will be reflected later, the key to success of the development strategies here was among other things high level of bureaucratic expertise, total empowerment and protection against all forms of interference [33]. Uniquely and as part of the defining characteristics the Asian States, they took it upon themselves to create robust rules, laws and policies (read as institutions) that guaranteed bureaucratic freedom and support in implementing technocratic decisions without fear or favour, hence the key role of institutions. In a way the protected role of bureaucrats, empowerment to make decision and applying resolutions without interferences also underscores the important role of institution-making as aligned to subsequent rules which are the product of technocratic actions.

Alternatively, as Hans Loof explains, in the case of the Asian Tigers (essentially Hong Kong, Indonesia, Taiwan and South Korea) the state was a key player in the turn-around by directly crafting certain institutional arrangements. Here Loof adds, the state allocated sufficient resources to key industries, built essential infrastructure to support the key areas and redoubled support for educational system [34]. Further, the state introduced a rigorous welfare public spending in which on one end it encourages domestic savings by everyone (state, corporations and households) and on another provided incentives for innovation and enterprise. The outcomes were double pronged in that higher rates of education were achieved as well as abundance of cheap labour which all drove productivity up [33, 34].

On the other hand, Roemer locates in part one source for this growth (Tigers Economy) on sheer accumulation of the factors of production’ quoting Young [36] as concluding that growth in per capita income for the four Asian tigers could be explained by factor accumulation including physical and human capital and the attendant increase in worker numbers [35]. Factor productivity was explained as the unexplained residual productivity.

Viewed at this way, Roemer hypothesises that if East Asian growth could be explained through total factor production, rise in income per capita and increased worker numbers, then Africa needed to inculcate policies that; induce higher saving (efficiency) and invest in equipment, infrastructure and education in order to accelerate growth. He added that efficiency context included requirement for balanced budgets (or even surplus budgets); reform of government expenditure, introduction of higher interest rate for savers, possibly subsidise rates for borrowers, introduce higher taxes on consumption and introduce mandatory (my emphasis) savings schemes. These policy options, Roemer felt were constant factors that potentially drove growth regardless of locality and time period.

Another key development driver cited by Roemer was political stability driven surprisingly by long political stewardships of certain leaders during the transition [35]. However, it was observed that political stability alone without other factors was not sufficient to stimulate growth. For example, he noted Africa has recorded long periods of the same leaders but without any noticeable development dividends [35]. Roemer adds that there must be desire by political leaders to trade off political capital through certain government policies to achieve sustained growth. For example as he noted, South East Asian leadership appeared to focus on long-term development rather than short term political and personal gain. Roemer also observed that although in both regions rent-seeking was common, most south Asian countries barring Philippines realised that sustained rents required growing economies hence sacrificed these when they impacted on economic performance. However on the contrary, Roemer [35] argues that African leaders extracted rent without due regard to economic growth and hence this effectively declined. In addition, Roemer [35] highlights that tolerance and inclusive polices that protected the entrepreneurial ethic Chinese minorities played a big role in industrial and commercial turnaround in Indonesia, Malaysia and Thailand. This,
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as observed added to the policy of protecting economic progress from politics which ensured sustained development. In contrasts, Roemer explains Africa was intolerant of for example Lebanese in West Africa, ethnic Indians in East Africa and even minority indigenous people were not protected with obvious negative results.

However, Ursula Oberst noted, that the following key policy interventions drove the Tigers Economic turnaround; the Principle of Outreach which emphasized quantity NOT quality. Oberst underscores while summarising a Tracking Development Conference deliberations in Malaysia in May 2010: (a) that in (all) successful developmental states, the primary criteria on which policies and interventions are selected should be the numbers of people to whom they provide direct (measureable) material benefit. (b) The principle of “Urgency” which emphasized priorities NOT (good) plans. Here he adds that at minimum, at the beginning of the development process, successful strategies do NOT involve meticulous long-term planning based on predicted and desirable future. Rather, they involve establishing clear priorities based on what is desirable at present. (c) The principle of Expediency emphasising the results and NOT the rules. Oberst highlights that this observes that in successful developmental states, legal principles, administrative procedures, political rights, and ideological requirements all take second place to the goals of improving the material living conditions of as many people as possible and as quickly as possible. In practice achieving these goals may mean tolerating corruption, bending rules and infringing certain rights [37].

Overall various analysts have given multiple observations as underpinning the Asian Tigers development model which could possibly be emulated by Sub-Saharan Africa albeit with modifications to suit conditions, global changes and other factors. The textboxes below summaries what Asia did as compared to Sub-Saharan Africa.

Over and above the factors raised above, it is agreed that in general the Tigers variously promoted friendly land tenure (use) systems that guaranteed property rights and assured agricultural workers long-term security. The particular land reform highlighted by Loof, included aspects of subsidies and tariff on some agricultural products designed to drive agricultural productivity and food security. Loof says emphatically that the key drivers of the Asian Tigers turnaround was underpinned by forms of state participation in the economy, fundamental educational and land reforms, agricultural promotion, sustained export strategies, promotion of foreign direct investment underpinned by stability and promotion of high domestic savings [34]. He also underscores that the Tigers, though broadly following similar strategies were underpinned by different comparable advantages: Singapore and Hong-Kong largely exploited their vast seaports and aligned ship building processes while South Korea and Taiwan leveraged cheap but highly skilled labour to manufacture high value export goods or higher quality services [34].

It was also noted that though the Asian Tigers benefitted significantly from foreign aid and foreign direct investment, as Booth pointed out these contributions were possible because of the policy of “insulated bureaucracy” and economic freedom. Here the highly skilled experts where shielded from political, powerful interests groups or corporate interference to allow them to pursue results based programmes on key areas [33]. As highlighted, this protection of bureaucrats had the added effect of reducing corruption and other rent-seeking actions.

Interestingly and maybe requiring further probing, many development analysts [9, 32] noted that both regions (SSA and SEA) were formerly occupied by colonial powers who left various economic, cultural and educational legacies but absence of basic rights, accountability, political stability (normally associated with democracy) and corruption had no bearing on
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Analyst/Author</th>
<th>Key requirements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Roemer [35]         | • Roemer contends in a nutshell that these are the areas or actions that SSA should focus on as learning from South East Asia experience.  
                      • Empower technocratic policy-makers to manage macroeconomic and development policies with strong political support.  
                      • Create Environment where all ethnic groups especially the talented and gifted can participate with minimum risk.  
                      • Design Strategies that hinge on existing comparative advantage including agriculture and labour intensive industries.  
                      • Invest in education that will create sufficient skilled workforce to will sustain new industries and service export market.  
                      • Adhere rigorously to sound macroeconomic policies including adoption of flexible exchange rates, maintain small budget deficits or even balanced or surplus budget and tight monetary policies including currency convertibility.  
                      • Ensure flexible labour markets where wages, employments and conditions are controlled by markets (hiring and dismissals without government interference).  
                      • Reform financial markets to ensure market forces determine credit allocations, interests rates, currency convertibility rates by so doing creating a good investment climate.  
                      • Conduct trade reforms to liberalise economies and open them to world markets while leaving a certain level of protection and facilitating acquisition of input material and equipment to export producers duty free and without import controls. |
| Sachs Jeffrey D,    | • Argues that though “Institutions Matter, but Not for Everything: the Role of Geography and Resource Endowments in Development Should Not Be Underestimated”.  
                      • Contests the suggestion of institutions as singly able to resolve development problem-labelling this as “single factor explanations”.  
                      • Rather posits that over and above role of institutions, issues such as resource constraints, physical geography (location); economic policies; geopolitics and other social structures such as gender roles, minority roles play significant impact to development.  
                      • Cautions that institutions matter but do not matter exclusively (of other factors).  
                      • Suggest that for Africa, what is needed was institutional quality improvement, serious investment to combat disease; improve agricultural processes; and build needed infrastructures such as roads to connect populations to regional markets.  
                      • On infrastructure development Sachs critical notes and suggests that development here cannot be possible from investment as most of the projects of this type have very low rates of return hence needed for aid or subsidies.  
                      • Underscores that lack of physical and natural resources hugely impact development.  
                      • Emphasises that research has shown that most countries or regions of the world developed premised on three clear distinctions: (1) Countries or regions with robust institutions, good policies and good geography (natural resources and location) adding that most costal region countries of East Asia (China, Korea, Hong Kong, Singapore, Thailand, Malaysia, and Indonesia); (2) the second group are those geographically well-endowed and beset with bad institutions for various reasons such most East European former communist republics. Proximity to Western Europe did not help; (3) Very poor regions in poor geographic locations- this is where most SSA countries are located.  
                      • Points out to negative or failure to develop hinterlands as assisted by international donors and local resources such as both internal and international migration.  
                      • Alternatively Sachs [38] argues for regional integration to increase market size and benefit from economies of scale- shared infrastructure, policies and movement of labour and capital.  
                      • Links success in development world and South East Asian to improved transport logistics and by extension direct link to international trade which has spinoff such as increase investment, technology transfer, skills development, improved competitiveness and improved capacity to manufacture high value goods. |
growth [9, 32]. They found that both regions were notorious intolerant of opposition and corruption endemic though one region progressed while the other regressed under these conditions.


Van Donge [32] noted that despite current growth patterns, Africa has failed to attract sufficient foreign direct investment except in extractive industries and tourism sectors. He, like many other analysts (e.g. Habtamu) [9] attributed this failure variously at governance and polity as failing to create a conducive environment [32]. While steadfastly locating the African developmental problem squarely in institution-making and quality, Van Donge [32] and Habtamu [9] also noted interesting similarities and difference in the Africa and Asian situations. Van Donge observed that corruption though endemic in both regions; the origins were different though the effects were the same. He argued that the Asian corrupt actions were mutual, while the African actions were driven by the big man concept of neo-patrimonialism in which the public-private relations are the patron-client type where politicians, the rich and powerful extract rents for personal satisfaction often at the expense of development [32].

In addition, according to Henley and Van Donge, Sub-Saharan Africa rural development and agricultural support strategies have been poor and erratic and whenever support was give as in the cited Tanzania case (in the 1970s), investment was not accompanied by economic freedom hence intervention failed [39]. Admittedly, Henley and Van Donge observed that Africa had significantly improved on the macro-economic management and economic liberalisation front. However this improvement, in the absence of higher public investment in rural development, the needed breakthrough in rural economies has also failed as compared to SEA [39].

While contending that the picture of African growth was at best mixed with no clear-cut continent specific outcome, Habtamu [9] was emphatic in pointing out that the source of poor development in Africa, what he termed “slow growth and poor aggregate technical efficiency” was bad governance (also read as poor institutionally quality) [9]. In addition, Habtamu reflecting on the North [14] ascribed role of institutions underscored that it was agreed that they do indeed create order and reduce uncertainty but they did not increase much needed efficiency.

Analysis of results of a study by Habtamu [9] and others on implications of institutions in Africa drawing from certain governance variables used by the World Bank and using various statistical models revealed interesting outcomes. In the analysis, Habtamu sought to probe the key determinants of slow development in Africa as compared to other regions. He characterised governance quality in the study as implying; rule of law, control of corruption, guarantees of (citizen) voice and accountability, political stability, government effectiveness and regulatory quality. Importantly, these governance indicators were clusters of sub-areas that related to each other but details are beyond the objective of this paper [9].

From the analysis, Habtamu [9] noted that governance (institutional quality) affected growth and by extrapolation, argued that there appeared a general correlation between governance quality and per capita income as reflected in sample analysis of South Africa, Botswana and Mauritius and compared to the Democratic Republic of Congo in the period under review i.e. 1996-2005 [9]. He adds that the coefficient of governance quality and the listed indicators was high under various specifications and estimation techniques. By the same measure, the study found out that there was no meaningful correlation between corruption and growth and hence concluded that the results supported the hypothesis that Africa’s slow growth could be explained in part through poor governance [9]. In the same vein, Bardhan [40], cited
by Torrance [12] attributed the lack of African development to coordination failure which could not account for the complexities of industrial investment, innovation and financial markets (which occurred in the West) noting that African nationalist historiography was content on blaming neo-colonialism for the failures [12].

5. Discussing Key Outcomes

While acknowledging the outcome of shrewd educational policies and skills training for Singapore, the World Bank had this right to say as quoted by the National Committee of Inquiry into Higher Education “the phenomenal development of Singapore has taken place despite lack of resources and absence of a large domestic market. This remarkable success has to been attributed to sensible and effective policies and early attention paid by Singapore to infrastructure and manpower resources” [41]. However, as a common background, most Asian Tigers polities (like their African counterparts) were military dictatorships although virtually all of them have now transformed into thriving democracies e.g. Taiwan, Thailand and South Korea (National Committee of Inquiry into Higher Education). But given this condition, Henley and van Donge [32] observed in both regions under review authoritarian polities were not significant barriers to growth (e.g. Malaysia was a dictatorship for most of its developmental phase). In addition, they noted that foreign aid, corruption, financial liberalisation, privatisation of public utilities or rise of indigenous bourgeoisie was also without much impact. Equally they observed that Industrial Policy did not seem to facilitate any significant growth and instead, massive rural development appeared to help industrialisation. In the same vein, manufacturing sectors appeared to benefit from good macro-economic strategies, guaranteed economic freedoms, adequate infrastructure development and vibrant rural economy [32]. Almost as a bonus, it was also observed that the above improvements also led to political stability, increased private saving and investment, growth of domestic market, abundant cheap and reliable workforce.

Some observers have argued that the key to all this was that Asian Tigers government key policy choices of “shared growth” based on “growth coalitions” that included peasants and small scale entrepreneurs. These prioritised redistribution of income and assets to the poor and rural areas. The state in development here recognised that government and markets were complimentary not alternatives. Hence government intervention approaches included investment, subsidies, supply of public goods, and redistribution of resources (rather regulation). As noted, government rural policy emphasised that providing inputs and rural infrastructures was futile if farmers were not free to grow crops of their choices and sell to highest bidder [39].

6. Conclusion

This exercise is literature based on comparative analysis of the impact of institutions in policymaking and application in different development outcomes for Sub-Saharan Africa compared to Asia. The evaluations are made bearing in mind the dangers of unwarranted generalized ability but highlight centrality of institutions as neutral factors that impact public policy effectiveness and hence development. The undertaking also recognises the tension between institutional and policy premises from a realist power-centred approach anchored on relative gains by actors in international cooperation and institutionalism/idealism notions premised on absolute gains motivations which militates and motivates cooperation by the same measure. In the subsequent evaluation, the paper, rather than focus on probing specific institutions and institution-making as the objective of explanation, was content on illustrating and illuminating what institutions potentially can or actually able to do. By so doing, the investigation highlighted possibilities inherent in institutions as
facilitators (or inhibitors) of public policy and what emerges when they are carefully manipulated. The case for either institutional by-product was exemplified the comparative assessment of differentiated development of SSA and SEA. All what this paper has done in part was to highlight role of institutions in impacting development strategies and what it has not done was to attempt to highlight which institutions are crafted and why. This deeper understanding of specific institution making and their direct relation to specific outcomes both in SEA and SSA is left for another day.
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